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Credentials with a meaning –
from the PPA. The world’s most respected professional photography organization.

These credentials are your assurance you’re working with a
true photographic professional!

Master degrees are earned with a significant portion of the credits from International
Competition while the Craftsman degree is earned primarily through the voluntary giving
education and service to others.

Certified Professional Photographer rating is earned by successful passing testing of in-depth
photographic knowledge and is maintained through continuous education.

Certified Drone Photographer status is given only to FAA-certified Part 107 UAS (drone) pilots
who’ve also passed rigorous testing in the special photographic aspects of using what is
essentially a flying camera. The rating is maintained only by continuous recertification of the
base FAA Part 107 certificate.

Master of Photography
Master of Wedding Photography – 1 of only 25 in the world
Photographic Craftsman
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Together, let’s make simply perfect wedding photos!
Check out our collections starting on the next page. One’s going to be perfect for you.
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the Classic
Includes:
wedding day photographic coverage
detailed, expert pre-planning
online web gallery
digital photo set
real, natural color and
rich black and white processing

precision, human by-hand/eye
post processing in our own studio,
not automated

unlimited personal use copyright
licensing

Specific to the Classic:
one lead photographer assigned from
our highly experienced staff¹

available with 6 hours or 7 hours of coverage time

Classic packages available:
the Classic 6
the Classic 7

¹In some cases, your lead photographer may be Russell Caron, but cannot be guaranteed with the Classic package.

https://www.wed-pix.com/contact-us/
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Includes:
wedding day photographic coverage
detailed, expert pre-planning
online web gallery
digital photo set
real, natural color and
rich black and white processing

precision, human by-hand/eye
post processing in our own studio,
not automated

unlimited personal use copyright
licensing

the Premiere
Specific to the Premiere:
single photographer, Russell Caron
available with 6 or 7 (hours of coverage time

Premiere packages available:
the Premiere 6
the Premiere 7

https://www.wed-pix.com/contact-us/
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Specific to the Prestige:
single photographer, Russell Caron
with 8 hours of coverage time

Prestige packages available:
the Prestige 8

the Prestige
Includes:
wedding day photographic coverage
detailed, expert pre-planning
online web gallery
digital photo set
real, natural color and
rich black and white processing

precision, human by-hand/eye
post processing in our own studio,
not automated

unlimited personal use copyright
licensing

https://www.wed-pix.com/contact-us/
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Specific to the Platinum
two-photographer team: Russell Caron, lead photographer
plus Russ’ second photographer

creative drone photo when circumstances and conditions allow

available with 8 or 10 hours of lead photographer coverage

Platinum packages available:
the Platinum 8
the Platinum 10

the Platinum
Includes:
wedding day photographic coverage
detailed, expert pre-planning
online web gallery
digital photo set
real, natural color and
rich black and white processing

precision, human by-hand/eye
post processing in our own studio,
not automated

unlimited personal use copyright
licensing

https://www.wed-pix.com/contact-us/
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Calligraphy packages available:
the Calligraphy

the Calligraphy
Includes:
wedding day photographic coverage
detailed, expert pre-planning
online web gallery
digital photo set
real, natural color and
rich black and white processing

precision, human by-hand/eye
post processing in our own studio,

unlimited personal use copyright
licensing

Specific to the Calligraphy
two-photographer team: Russell Caron, lead photographer
plus Russ’ second photographer for the entire day
Plus additional day-prior coverage, engagement session, and albums

10 hours of lead and second photographer coverage
extended engagement session
rehearsal dinner coverage
deluxe primary 90 page heirloom album
set of 2 90-page replica albums
extended travel radius
additional USB set

https://www.wed-pix.com/contact-us/
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You’ve got to LOVE your wedding photographer!
Sure, our expertise is photography. But it goes so far beyond that.

You want (and need!) a calming presence around you on wedding day. People who will quietly lead the way
using the exquisitely crafted timeline for all the parts of the day leading up to ceremony and
reception. Keeping things organized and relaxed, so you’ll feel and look your very best in all
your wedding day photos. With nearly 1,000 weddings experience, caron&co photography will
earn your trust early on and you will know you’ve absolutely made the perfect choice for your
photos.

Experience. And flexibility.

Literally 90 seconds before the above shot was taken, no one knew we’d be doing this. It wasn’t set up ahead –
it just happened; we the opportunity and put it together in a fraction of a minute.

That’s what flexibility is all about; seizing a perfect (and fun!) moment to create a cherished lifelong memory.
How fun is that? And, no worries, we strike the perfect balance and respect that your day isn’t a photo shoot,
it’s your wedding!

Experience and keen eyes, (and a willing couple, too!) for the win!
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Engagement Sessions
Engagement sessions serve so
many benefits. You’ll know
how comfortable and fun we
make wedding day. You’ll be
all the more looking forward to
wedding day, and any
apprehensions about the
photography process will be
gone. And, oh ya, the photos!!
Perfect for save-the-date cards –
and your wall!

Standard session is around an
hour in southern Maine and
includes 6 fully finished digital
photos with copyright license.
Extended sessions are longer,
include a full set of edited final
photos, and available in more
locations. All engagement
packages include a web gallery
for viewing the proof images.

Standard session

Extended session:
Includes extended time,
locations, travel, and a full
gallery of finished images.

Engagement session pricing applies when purchased along with a wedding photography package.

https://www.wed-pix.com/contact-us/
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Heirloom-quality albums are 10”x10” pages, which open to a
lay-flat 10”x20” spread. Real photographic paper images
bonded to thick pages. Leather cover in choice of colors.
Includes expert studio design, on line mock-up site, and 60
minutes of design revision time.

Replicas are identical to the main album except with a
wraparound photo cover and smaller page sizes. Available only
as an add-on with the purchase of a main album.

Replica albums in 6”x6” or 8”x8” size are a wonderful add-on
and make a perfect parent gift.

40 pages
60 pages
90 pages

Replica albums
Set of (2) 6”x6”
(1) 8”x8”

Elopements Inquire with us, as certain
limitations do apply.

Proposals and other coverages vary.

Just reach out to us, and we will gladly
provide a quote specific to your needs.

More options
Heirloom wedding albums

Elopements, Proposals, Rehearsal Dinner/Welcome Party, Farewell Brunch

https://www.wed-pix.com/contact-us/
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Travel to many Maine and
northern New England locations
is included. Other situations by
quote. International and
domestic destination wedding
travel may be available, too.
We’ve photographed weddings
around the world and will be
pleased to provide you a quote.

Easy payment plan
Four equal payments spread over
time before your wedding date,
with 0% interest, of course, to
make the best wedding
photography more within reach.

In-Season, Peak Pricing is
shown. Off-season and Monday
through Thursday dates may be
lower. Ask us!

What’s next if we’re
interested?

Just contact us!

wed-pix.com/contact-us/
or
hello@wed-pix.com

Based in southern Maine, USA
serving Maine, New England, and
beyond.

(207)233-4050

some finer details

wed-pix.com

https://www.wed-pix.com/contact-us/

